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Evaluatiebeschrijving:

Algemene informatie

Uitgenodigd: 56

Aantal reacties: 27

Opkomst: 48.2%

Eigenaren: Bikker, J. (Jacco)

Overzicht van vragen

General
I enjoyed the course

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 3.7% (1) 0% (0) 11.1% (3) 85.2% (23)

The course was relevant for my programme

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 3.8% (1) 11.5% (3) 38.5% (10) 46.2% (12)

I learned a lot from this course

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 3.7% (1) 0% (0) 40.7% (11) 55.6% (15)



N = 27

Avg. = 3.6

Std. dev. = 1.1

N = 27

Avg. = 4.3

Std. dev. = 0.9

N = 26

Avg. = 3.2

Std. dev. = 0.7

N = 24

Avg. = 14.2

Std. dev. = 5.5

N = 27

Avg. = 4.6

Std. dev. = 0.6

My prior knowledge was sufficient to take this course

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

3.7% (1) 11.1% (3) 29.6% (8) 33.3% (9) 22.2% (6)

I know the learning goals of this course.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 7.4% (2) 11.1% (3) 29.6% (8) 51.9% (14)

The degree of difficulty of this course was

Ok

Too easy Too difficult

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 15.4% (4) 57.7% (15) 23.1% (6) 3.8% (1)

How many hours per week did you spend on average on this course including classes?

(2) 8.3% 5

(9) 37.5% 10

(6) 25% 15

(5) 20.8% 20

(2) 8.3% 25

Facilities
What is your opinion about the practical aspects of the course (communication, website, announcements, regulations, etc.)

Bad Good

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 0% (0) 7.4% (2) 22.2% (6) 70.4% (19)

Other remarks concerning the organisation of the course:

Slides and projects related to them are downloaded seperately (different parts of the side), but if you didnt follow the lecture you
wouldnt be able to figure out which project is talked about in which lecture. might consider putting (lecture #) in brackets behind the
project, or link the projects a second time near the slides.

Everything on one large page might not be optimal.
Now the precise assignment description where only in the slides. Just copy the text and place it on the site instead of a link to the

slides.
One of the best websites of any class. Website was always up to date, and communication was clear and on time.
I liked the practicals, except the last one. It was just too difficult to find something
There wasn't a clear communication for the assignments. these were 'hidden' in the slides of the course. (where hidden is that they

were explained shortly in the slides).
Website was kept up to date. Assignments were clear and explained nicely during the lectures and on the slides.
finally some practical knowledge that is truly helpful for whatever career in computer science you end up w ith



N = 20

Avg. = 4.1

Std. dev. = 0.9

N = 20

Avg. = 4.0

Std. dev. = 0.9

N = 26

Avg. = 4.6

Std. dev. = 0.9

N = 26

Avg. = 4.7

Std. dev. = 0.7

Course material
What is your assessment of the course material (readers, books, literature)?

Bad Good

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 10% (2) 10% (2) 45% (9) 35% (7)

What is your assessment of the literature used?

Bad Good

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 10% (2) 10% (2) 50% (10) 30% (6)

Other remarks concerning the literature:

The given literature itself was good, but a bit lacking I think. More sources would have been appreciated.
have not read any of the literature.
Literature was relevant, and succinct.
sometimes you get referred to some more material during a lecture, but there is no given literature during the course. A reader

might help a lot!
I didn't use much literature, after the cache simulator was done.
There wasn't really any literature in the course. The course was very practical. While I like this a lot and think that more courses

should be like this, some may argue that this is not suited for a master's course in scientific education.

The lectures
The lectures were

Vague Clear

1 2 3 4 5

3.8% (1) 0% (0) 3.8% (1) 19.2% (5) 73.1% (19)

How many lectures did you attend?

None All

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 3.8% (1) 0% (0) 15.4% (4) 80.8% (21)

Other remarks concerning the lectures:

Some of the topics were covered to scarcely given their complexity. If there are topics that are too broad to cover in the time given
to the course maybe they should be dropped in order to make more time available to better cover fewer topics.

All was clear. I liked the programing during the lectures. Some of the lectures were short. Try to fill them and maybe you can discuss
another subject.

Well taught, and the humor made it easier to pay attention.
I really liked the lectures, the part w ith the live programming also helps a lot.
The lectures for INFOMOV were lectures I really didn't want to miss, so please keep that up. Only the last lecture (the recap) was

very short and only an overview of the material we had looked at throughout the course. That was the only lecture I felt did not add
too much to the course other than enjoying the memory of some strange stories about accidentally ripping cloth.

The lectures were great! The teacher is very good at explaining the concepts and keeps you interested w ith funny jokes. I really
enjoyed going to the lectures.

good structure, both explanations and examples



N = 16

Avg. = 4.1

Std. dev. = 0.9

N = 15

Avg. = 4.3

Std. dev. = 0.9

N = 24

Avg. = 4.3

Std. dev. = 0.8

N = 22

Avg. = 4.2

Std. dev. = 1.0

The tutorial sessions
Did the tutorial sessions help you to better understand the course?

Never Always

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 6.3% (1) 18.8% (3) 31.3% (5) 43.8% (7)

The tutorial sessions were well guided

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 6.7% (1) 6.7% (1) 33.3% (5) 53.3% (8)

Other remarks concerning the tutorial sessions:

Currently, the tutorial sessions where more like: "Work on your practical and ask questions if you have them" I would prefer a
format of: "Here's some cool stuff you "could" use for your practical. (like the billiards example) so we can learn new techniques we
might not have thought off, + saves time to discuss important stuff in lectures. And it would fit better in the "take what you want to
learn from this course", as currently i skipped out on many tutorial sessions because i already had my practicals in order. (and there's
still lots of tricks id like to have seen instead)

Clear answers + good help during the lab sessions
There weren't really any tutorial sessions, just a small lab session every monday before the class if you had any questions.
It was quite nice to have the opportunity to get some more help w ith some of the practical assignments outside of the break

between or after class.
There were no tutorial sessions?
well structured and sometimes funny
Tutoring sessions which were on mondays in the morning were a very good thing, I think you should consider making it permanent.

I enjoyed the ability to ask practical questions in person.

Lab assignments
Did you learn something useful during the lab assignments?

Nothing Much

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 4.2% (1) 8.3% (2) 37.5% (9) 50% (12)

The coaching of the lab assignments was...

Bad Good

1 2 3 4 5

4.5% (1) 0% (0) 13.6% (3) 36.4% (8) 45.5% (10)

Other remarks concerning the lab assignments:



N = 4

Avg. = 4.5

Std. dev. = 0.5

N = 4

Avg. = 3.5

Std. dev. = 0.5

N = 10

Avg. = 4.5

Std. dev. = 0.5

N = 3

Avg. = 4.3

Std. dev. = 0.5

a bit too open. final practical was very harsh towards finding a project that compiled in visual studio. Cache practical was good to
learn from, but id like it to have seen some practical uses. I currently have not run into cache as bottleneck, and in the coming future
do not see this happening either, making this knowledge good to have, but not really practical. Strategy game practical was a bit
disheartening. Featuring the most generic optimizations possible that are basics 101 when you create anything requiring any form of
space partitioning (which is practically any game). While this wasn't a bad thing, i would've preferred to see "intentional" bottlenecks
that where less common. (like an intentional structure where cache misses are a big bottleneck)

While I knew that profiling was important, I didn't know you shouldn't even start optimising code if you're not sure whether it's a
bottleneck.

The third assignment might be to similar to the second assignment. It was fun to optimise our own project.
The lab sessions were a bonus therefore relaxed, and helpful.
as said before, there was only 1 lab session for questions, but jacco himself was there to answer questions. The assignments were

good, the cache simulator is a bit tough if you are new to c++. It can help if there are maybe 1 or 2 more assignments to practice w ith
the course contents. In stead of giving something to play around w ith yourself, you could make it a small assignment, to get people
more involved w ith the course contents. Conclusion: more smaller practical assignments to get more involved and push people to
work on it.

Questions were answered quickly, even by email.
The lab assignments were lots of fun to do. Unfortunately, I had to do them in a very short timespan due to other obligations, but

I'm sure I would have enjoyed them more under somewhat more relaxed circumstances. The first lab assignment was a very good
one. Building a cache simulator really helps in understanding how an actual cache might work. The second lab assignment was nice as
well. Optimizing the RTS game really helped in getting a feeling for what kind of optimizations might work in real-life scenarios. The
third lab assignment was a bit different. While it can be challenging to have such an open-ended assignment, w ith so many
possibilities, it can also be hard. For some students, more so than for others. My partner and I felt somewhat lost in the huge amount
of options we had to pick an open-source project. We tried a lot if different projects and had to settle for the only one that we could
get to compile properly. I think it would be a good idea if the course would provide a moderately sized set of (real-word) projects to
choose from and leave the option for students to pick a project of their own choice.

Assessment
The exam represented the content of the course well

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 50% (2) 50% (2)

The level of difficulty of the exam was in accordance with the level of difficulty of the course

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 0% (0) 50% (2) 50% (2) 0% (0)

All aspects of the examination such as form of assessment, content to be learned, grading, etc, were clear to me

Strongly disagree Strongly agree

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 50% (5) 50% (5)

Was the final exam in accordance with your expectations?

No Yes

1 2 3 4 5

0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 66.7% (2) 33.3% (1)

Other remarks concerning the final exam:

No final written exam, just programming assignments.
The assignment was an awesome project because of the freedom you had in choosing the application that you would optimize.



I liked the practical only grading. Applying optimization and vectorization processes to existing applications is a great way to test
this.

there was no final exam, or any exam at all.
I liked the lack of a final exam; instead opting for a more hands-on approach to the evaluation of skills. It was probably more work

than grading an exam, but in my opinion well worth it.
No exam.
I think it is a good thing that there is no exam about this practicum driven course.

Finally
If the course were changed, what should be kept the same?

Practical assignments are very useful, finding a project to work on is pretty hard.
Practicality of the course i love the way you tried to combine theory w ith its practical application. this severely increased my

motivation for this course. keep the final practical, but inform people beforehand that getting opensource to compile in c++ is a
assignment in itself. I rlly like the way it threw me into the depth of things, and i had to figure it out myself, similar to how real-life
would look like. But the hardship of compiling something in visual studio kinda caught me offguard.

Teacher, subjects, the examination style: I liked the fact that we were given a lot to program, even though I am not fluent in C++.
Caches, low level optimisations
The grading, the lab sessions. All the subjects are interesting, but some are far to broad to be covered in one or two lectures. I

think maybe less topics covered more in-depth would work better. If this is the case I would have liked to see more emphasis on
SIMD and GPGPU and maybe drop fixed point math.

Programming during the lectures. First and last assignment.
the content and the way of grading
Teacher.
the practical aspect, live coding, teacher
Overall structure and content of the course and of course the step-w ise guide to optimizing code.
everything. i really liked it.
Humour
The focus on practicals. The great lectures.
The lecturer. And the more practical mindset and shows of the optimizations in practice. And please do not take out the projects

that caused the profiler to go haywire because they required too little work. That shows yet another aspect that could be quite useful
to understand what is going on.

The practical approach to the course - something that is lacking in most other courses. A good addition to the curriculum! Specifically
I learned a lot from the cache simulator. Even though I had quite some practical knowledge in regard to C++, this experience taught
me a lot of new things.

The teacher! The lectures and the first two lab assignments.
the in class code examples/tutorials
The practicals should stay

What can be improved on the course?

Maybe enforce use of certain techniques used in the lectures (e.g. GPGPU programming)
The practicals, as i have already stated, it would be nice if the practical provided something for everyone, rather then just those

who run into problems. personally i would've also liked to learn more about obscure optimizations (things you wont find when you
search on google).

The order of subjects might not be optimal.
The overall process of converting an algorithm from linear to parallel. This is relevant for both SIMD and GPGPU, and while I realize

there's no one-size-fits-all recipe to do this, I think the course would benefit a lot from discussing more techniques to achieve this.
Fill the lectures and squeeze in another subject
alternative option for the 3rd assignment that can get you higher than 7
Some sections where a bit slow for me could have been compacted a little.
last practical
Provide a standard project for the final assignment, so that the grading w ill be fair for everyone
The final assignment
Maybe a free to attend session on c++, if you are not experienced enough w ith c++ (there is still room for some sessions, since

there are only 2 lectures and 1 free to attend lab session). As said before, smaller practical assignments to get more involved w ith the
course contents and give the students a little push to work w ith it (in practice, nobody does something like that just for fun). Add a
reader or some papers as literature. I think it w ill really help to write a reader for this course specific.

Difficulty
I would have liked to have some exercises for various techniques, or some guided (by text) things to try out. I had a hard time to

keep on taking the programs provided, and try stuff out. It is difficult to know what to expect when you do something, and maybe a
document w ith some examples, and explanations could help avoid some pitfalls.

The failed practical presentation of an optimization in class was kind of funny, but it would probably be better to have that succeed
in class, so a little more testing and preparation before class.

Possibly split the course material across different courses, such that more attention can be paid to specific subjects (e.g. GPGPU).
However, this might already be the case for this years Advanced Graphics course - compared to last year's theoretical approach.

Improve the third lab assignment as I specified earlier :)
maybe a 4th practical, one like the second. it would encourage the use of SIMD ect.
Assignments: Cache simulator - a little too hard; RTS - OK; Final - searching for a project is the hardest part. I suggest making

default assignment capped at 9.
Do watch out w ith the final assignment since its hard to find open source C++ games

Which subjects did you expect from the course, but turned out not to be part of it?

More information on how to setup a solid environment for testing performance and the likes. maybe a initial practical where you just
had to find hot spots through various means, and receive feedback on how we could better track: temporal performance, performance
of external library's, snippets or solutions for combining both measurements and OO together, to create scalable applications that still
provide such measurements.

how to do normal parallelising in c++ (is easy but a mention/example could be provided)
none
None!?
parallel stuff
-



N = 24

Avg. = 8.9

Std. dev. = 0.8

None! The course was very broad and covered even more ground than I had expected.
Memory optimizations

Other remarks and suggestions:

I found a problem regarding the practicals that i found rather frustrating. Personally i am really interested in GPGPU. however, it was
near-impossible to find an opensource library to improve which would benefit from GPGPU w ithout it having this feature already. in
other words, i wanted to get much deeper into GPGPU, but the timing of it in the lectures comes after assigment 2. And GPGPU in
assignment 3 is near-impossible. It would maybe be better to have a final practical where you could "learn what you want to learn"
rather then mimick a real-life scenario of "this is code, go optimize it best as possible". as this forced me to mostly think about high-
level optimizations that i learn at every other course. inherently this course teaches about the low-lvl of optimizationland. and i would
like to see it stays there (through artificial means if neccesary) though examples of high-lvl being the better kind of optimization are
not bad to showcase during lectures.

Not course-specific: the level of familiarity w ith C++ in the whole GMT masters program is quite high, given the fact that this
language is not taught at the UU. It was not clear to me that I should have learned this language on my own before starting the GMT
Master.

great course
The coarse felt like a HBO coarse in it's relaxed teaching style, but definitely at a WO level. Which I liked.
I loved the course and I think it can become even better! (even though I was a rookie at c++)
I think it should be possible to have one course in the programme that is not very academically oriented. Still, it might be nice to

include at least some more theoretical apects, such as cache-oblivious data structures or research into new cpu/gpu architectures.
The lecturer was amazing; hisenthusiasm was contagious, and the course made me think about continuing in this line of work

(although I doubt this course brought me to that level).
Keep up the good work!
keep up the good work
Fun new course. Enjoyment++; It was great to be able to fully focus on practicals and using everything we learned in the lectures.

How would you evaluate the overall quality of this course on a scale of 1 to 10?

(0) 0% 1

(0) 0% 2

(0) 0% 3

(0) 0% 4

(0) 0% 5

(0) 0% 6

(1) 4.2% 7

(7) 29.2% 8

(10) 41.7% 9

(6) 25% 10
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